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Abstract: In software engineering, Requirement engineering (RE) is the first and essential phase in Software
development life cycle (SOLC) model. The process of RE is to gather the specific features to meet the user’s
purpose. Further, the process of this phase is to identify the inadequate, amb iguous, incomplete requirements and
then transforms into adequate, unambiguous, complete software that satisfy the user’s expectation. These
transformations can give the better understanding between the users and developers. And also avoid the
misinterpretation about software between users and developers for improving the software quality. In this paper,
new technique called Post data processing system fo r requirements engineering process to analysis better
requirement and then develops software.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Stakeholders and then design well to develop the
process of quality software for any software
development, The overall scheme of Software
development life cycle is covered by the activit ies of
requirement engineering. Requirements management is
to managing and controlling the requirement change
during a requirement analysis process and also specifies
the well-defined requirements [9, 10, 11]. The
beginning phase in Software development life cycle is
requirements engineering. Practically, RE process it to
collect the accurate amount of requirements fro m
various clients that would remain constant throughout
the software development life cycle [14]. Thus, SDLC
is an incremental process development that the process
of requirements analysis can be performed in parallel
with other phases of activities consists of design,
implementation, testing and documentation. In RE
phase, a group of activ ities and requirements are mainly
collected fo r d iscovering, analy zing, verification,
validating and maintaining the documents for a system.

The most important phase of Requirements engineering
is to gather and analysis the requirements fro m various
stakeholders before software can be built. This phase
will help to develop the product of software depends on
user requirement fro m the system features. The mutual
understanding between the human and mach ines, to
collect the requirements that will help to produce well
two types of Software Requirements as follows: [1]. A
functional requirements is explains that the system can
do the specific action without any human constraints.
Non-functional software requirement is to describe that
performance characteristic of system such as
accessibility, quality, efficiency, security, p rivacy etc
[1]. Generally, Requirement engineering is a co mplex
process system and acts as an important ro le in software
development life cycle. [3, 4, 5], The RE is used to
maintain, analyst and develop the features of
requirements fro m d ifferent stakeholder that satisfy the
client’s expectation.
The process of requirement engineering is a co mplex
system because of software product evolution that will
satisfy the client’s needs and the practitioners consider
the various set of software product previously that will
demand fro m the client’s side. The systematic approach
of Requirement engineering is to collect about the
functional and nonfunctional requirement from various
www.ijiser.com

There are two main set of activities in Requirements
engineering as follows:
Software requirement develop ment phase: to
discovering,
analyzing,
documenting,
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verification and validating requirements fro m
group of activities.
Software requirement management phase: to
documenting, tracing, managing and then
controlling the change in requirement fro m
different stakeholders.

Lemos, Giese, & Müller(2013) exp lored that software
system is to become more adaptable, dependable,
efficiency, recoverable, resilient and self-optimization
based on some changes need to system operation,
system requirements and environments from the
increasing requirement complexity.
Kaur & Singh (2010) p resented that the requirement
engineers have to know well about software behavior
thoroughly because there is still lack a mature science
in software engineering A self-adaptive systems should
be developed and deployed to well known about the
software requirements successfully. It acts in real time
entities that requirement engineers have a mature
science to specify the required software behavior.

Software Requirements verification is the process of
developing software activit ies for produce right product
to meets its technical specifications and non-technical
specification. Software Requirements validation is the
process of right product is to developed software
activities that will meet its client requirement [7].
One of the challenging activities in software
development life cycle is Requirement engineering
phase compared with other development phase. The
most impo rtant tool of Soft ware Requirement
engineering phase is to collecting the precise
requirement fro m various clients for discovering,
analyzing, developing and documenting the software
requirements [8].
2.

3. CATEGORY OF REQUIREMENTS
The general categorization o f Requirements in many
ways that meet its technical management as follo ws :
First, the statement of client’s requirements is to specify
the system expectations in terms and measures of
mission
objectives,
environment,
constraints,
effectiveness and suitability. Second, the top level
function of functional requirements that describes the
task identificat ion is done and then action must be
performed. Th ird, Non-functional requirements are to
define the system behavior that can be used to judge the
system operation. Fourth, Performance Requirements is
to degree which a mission or function must be executed
and also measured in terms of quantity, quality,
coverage etc. Based on the system life cycle factors for
success, performance requirements will be interactively
developed among all identified functions in
requirements analysis and their relat ionship to other
requirements. Fifth, Design Requirements is to develop
the requirements for products and execute the
requirements for processes expressed in technical data
packages and technical manuals . Sixth, Derived
requirements are transformed fro m h igher-level
requirement. For examp le, the design requirements may
produce the high speed range of requirement for lo w
weight. Seventh, Allocated Requirements is to simp lify
a high-level requirement into number of lower-level
requirements.

RELATED WORKS

Zave (2005) exp lained about Requirements engineering
(RE) which is the part of software develop ment life
cycle that the goals for, function of and constraints on
software systems. It is also concerned with the activit ies
and their relat ionship. The features of RE process have
two attractive reasons as follows: First, to motivate the
software system develop ment in real t ime goals that
referred why or what should system do. Second,
specification must be precise. The set of activities and
specification requirement are provided for analyzing,
designing and validation done for deliver the right
product.
Laplante (2007) determined objectives, functions and
constraints of system hardware and software can be
considered by both systems engineering and software
engineering disciplines. The activity of feasibility study
can start with requirement p rocess that will supervise
the feasibility report in so me software life cycle models .
Fro m the suggestion of feasibility study, the analysis of
requirement can starts after the product should be
improved. The feasibility studies can be preceded by
requirement analysis because of that may leads to do
higher capacity before the requirements are finalized.
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4.

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT
ENGINEERING PROCESS

Agreeing Requirements: The problem of all
stakeholder agreement can be maintained with
their different goals based on requirements
elicitation
and
modeling
requirements.
Providing the requirements for stakeholder
must be accurate and validated that the
developing requirement process and models.
Clearly, the required conditions are not only
provided for validating requirements, it is also
applied to solving the problems among all
stakeholders. The approach of SCR tool in
formal method used to check automat ically
that the model is consistent and complete.
Other techniques can be solved the real world
problems based on prototyping method and
use of scenarios. The two main reasons for
requirements validation to be difficult. First,
philosophical in nature and consider the fact
question and what is predictable. Second,
obtaining agreement among stakeholder with
their different goals is too difficult.
Evolv ing Requirements: The developed (or
changed) in both system operation and
stakeholder requirements can give successful
environment in software systems. Thus, one of
the basis activities in RE process is change
management. Because of changes in
requirements documentation need to be
managed. Providing various techniques and
tools are used to monitor and control the
changes in various kind of documentation.
Suppose, requirement must be added or
deleted depends on changes in requirements
specifications. Based
on
changes
in
stakeholder needs that the requirements are
added or not. Usually, based on cost and
scheduling that the requirements are deleted
during development process.

Elicit ing Requirements : The beginning step of
requirement engineering process is called as
requirement elicitation. The definit ion of
elicitation is to collecting the requirements and
asking the right question about requirements to
avoid the suggestion. In requirement
elicitation, gather the informat ion for
interpreted, analyzes, modeled and validated
before the requirement engineers can be
collected the sufficient amount of system
requirements. The other activities in
requirement engineering are mostly related to
requirements elicitation. The design model is
used to driven the techniques of requirements
elicitation and vice versa.
Modeling and Analyzing Requirements:
Modeling is the basics activity of RE process.
The analysis of modeling requirements is to
develop the description of concepts. Most of
the textbook in RE is to focus on the
requirements of modeling and analysis
techniques. During the process of RE, the
entire range of product can be represented by
modeling techniques. More in details,
requirements elicitation tools are applied to
different modeling techniques for collecting
the appropriate informat ion. The modeling
approach of requirement engineering can be
classified with an examp le and then develop
the useful information by some analysis
techniques from the model.
Co mmun ication Requirements: The process of
effective interaction between the various
stakeholders about requirements. So, RE
process is not only acts as identification and
specifying requirements . The main role fo r
requirements in documentation can be read,
analyzed and validated. The purpose of
requirements documentation is to define the
languages such as formal, semi-formal and
informal languages suggested .The capabilities
of expressions and reasoning based on
different natural languages are obtained.
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5.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Software requirement phase mainly distinctness on
examining and gathering particular requirements and
objectives for the system fro m d ifferent points of views
i.e. customer, users, constraints, system's operating
environment, trade, marketing and standard. The basic
process of requirement gathering is shown in figure 1.
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Again collect requirement fro m the client that
solves above stated problems

Customers
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Technical
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Figure 1: Requirement Collection
Figure 2: Post data processing system of
requirement engineering

Software requirements phase begins with identifying
clients of the system and collecting raw requirements
consists of functional and non-function requirements
fro m different view of people. Raw requirements are
requirements that have not been clearly analy zed and
have not yet been noted down in a well-formed
software requirement notation. Frequently, customer
requirements gets fail to interpret because the system
analyst may fail to misunderstand the user’s
requirement. In this paper, post data processing system
is proposed to find and detect the problem after raw
collection in requirement wh ich is listed as amb iguous
Requirement, partial Requirement, Contradictory
Requirement, Unconcluded, and Unable to identify and
project. This phase main ly focuses to collect various
requirements fro m various points of view that are
business requirements, user require ments, information
and security requirements, and some standard
requirement. Th is problem can be done by three steps in
requirement collection.

5.1 ambiguous Requirements
In several cases, organizations are unable to identify the
problem and their needs and requirement. They do not
know what they are exact demanding fro m the
development process. In this the development process
would be suffer and next process will blocked.
5.2 partial Requirements
Partial requirement can be stated as the organization ‟
people do not know the exact what they are going to
solve. It is very difficult process to find the things
which is unknown related to development system. In
this case, proposed framework has responsibility to
know the exact needs and requirement of the
development.
5.3 Contradictory Requirements
No system can be development on behalf of the
contradictory method. The developers must be avoided
contradiction during development process. To detect
this problem the developers must to analyze the
functional and non-functional requirements whether it
is related to system and development process.

collection of raw requirement from client
After collection, post data processing system is
to find and detect the problem during
requirement analysis
www.ijiser.com
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To avoid the confusion about the task and development
process, the developers must be know the nature of the
organizations and identify the needs and requirements
of the organizations.

[11]

6. CONCLUSION
[12]

In this paper, identified various factors of requirements
is intended to refine the actual needs and requirements
of the customers in enterprises or organizations. There
are various parameters wh ich are essential in
requirements process, in case if the customer is unable
to decide, unidentified, or unco mpleted their
requirement. Th is paper would be benefited for
organizations or enterprise.

[13]
[14]
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